UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED TOLERANCE: +/- 1/32"

REFERENCE:
STABILIZER WEAR GAGE SK-1546-3
STANDARD CAR TRUCK DRAWING SK-1546 REV H

BARBER STABILIZER WEAR GAGE SK-1546-3

BEARING SPRING
6 X 11 0-4

BARBER FRICTION CASTING
PATTERN NUMBER
675-C, 922-PC

BOXED DIMENSION IS MINIMUM
CHARACTERISTICS TO BE VERIFIED
FOR RECERTIFICATION
RECERTIFICATION TOLERANCE +/- .020"
REFERENCE:
AAR D MANUAL M-214

Material: Stainless Steel 17-7
Thickness: 3/16
Harden
Scale: .5X

WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.
BARBER STABILIZER WEAR GAGE